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oveRLOOKING Tit: City of UREA, AT THE HEAD oF THE PLAINS of ArESOPOTAMTA

The experiences of this city of 45,00people, the Edessa of the Greeks and the seat of

a dynastyofits own before the Christian era, are typical of Turkishmisrule. It was in the

Armenian Gregorian Cathedral,thelargest buil n the city, that the Moslems and Kurd

n 1896, massacred more than 1,000 Armenians,-The victime were suffocated with smok
from burning and mats soaked in petroleum. 'The so-called Mosqueof Abrahamin

Urfa marks the traditional birthplace of the Hebrew patriarch.

so



UNDER THE HEEL OF THE TURK

A Land with a Glorious Past, a Present of Abused Oppor-

tunities, and a Future of Golden Possibilities

By Wiruram H. Harr

the Empire of Turkey, he beholds

a land of unusual fascination. To
the historian, the archeologist, or the

geographer it is a storehouse of wealth,
worth a lifetime of exploration and study.
To the romancerit gives again its thou-
sand and one tales of the Arabian Nights.

Mythology and legend not only come

fromits past, but are found today on the

lips and in the lives of its common people.
Poetry and proverb are in the daily
speech, while monasteries and mosques

proclaim from every mountain top and

market-place that religion is a part of
the very life of the land.

If one could only turn aside from the

horrors of the present, with its black cur-

rent of misrule, its injustice, its deporta-
tions, massacres, and famines, and out of

a wonderful past could construct a vision

of a more glorious future! For, in spite
of four centuries and more of retrogres~
sion under the rule of the Turk, there

is promise of a golden age for the gen-
eration about to come.

FROM
whatever angle one views

TiINcs Fro THE Past

The land of Turkey looks out on the

present from a historic past that is the

study of all ages, The epics of Homer

are concerned with events on the plains
of Troy, at the mouth of the Dardanelles.

Along the shores of Asia Minor sailed

Perseus, and the Argonauts sought the

Golden Fleece on the southern coast of
the Black Sea,

Creesus obtained his fabulous wealth

by sifting the river sands that brought
down grains of gold from the mountains

back of Smyrna.|Alexander the Great

defeated the Persians in northern Syria,
and Babylon, on the Euphrates, was the

capital that proved his undoing.

st

Chaldea and Babylonia, richest and

most powerful nations of antiquity, were

the lower Mesopotamia of today,

|
Their

wealth did not consist primarily in trib-

utes levied on subject nations and in

plundered temples, but in the riches of

the soil of the Tigris and Euphrates
Valley, The land of the Nile hasalways
been famed for its marvelous produc-
tivity, but its soil is no more fertile and
its fields only one-fourth as extensive as

those of Mesopotamia..
Wonderful systems of irrigation once

watered the plains and made Babylon
and its territories the granary and the

garden of all the eastern world. When
the distinguished engineer, Sit William

Wilcox, was called upon to survey this

region for present irrigation development,
his final report contemplated little more

than a rehabilitation of the ancient sys-
tems of the Babylonian days.

The power of the city of Antioch
reached north and south and east. It
was, perhaps, the most beautiful city of
Hellenic times and certainly the most

luxurious..After the Scipios broke its

power in Asia Minor and Rome ruled
the world, Antioch became the vice-re-

gent for Rome, ruling over all the east-

ern world. It was known as "The Gate
of the East," through which flowed the

Roman conquering legions and from
which eastern luxury undermined the
foundations of western power.."The
waters of the Orontes contaminated the

"Tiber," as one ancient sage observed.

Hk INFLUENCE of CoNSTANTINOPLE on

wort» vents

On the banks of the Bosphorus Con-
stantine founded his world capital, and
from that day to this the Byzantine and

Turkish city hasfigured in all great world
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Turkish political and other prisoners being
that must precede all others before the posit
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shipped toa penal colony,-"The one change

ities of this land and these people can be
realized is to rid the country of its present rulers."

movements, It has been the center of

intrigues and treaties, of councils and con-

ound which have circledthe

urope for the last sixteen

hundred years.
Within the bounds of Turkeyalso lay

Phcenicia, the synonym for commerce

and trade. Fromthe shores of Syria the

merchants of T nd Sidon sent their

fleets of ships, trafficking with all the

world.-Located in the pathway between

Egypt and Babylon, it was the ideal posi-
tion for trade; while the western world,

along the Mediterranean shores, was an

ever-growing market for the wares of the

east,-With the instinct of merchants, the

people of Syria made the most of their

wonderful geographic position to become

the first great shop-keeping nation.

And this land still remains the con-

nectinglink between the threecontinents,

and across it shouldstill lie the highways

of trade between the east and the west,

the north and the south.

Where Turkey joins to Egypt is Pales-

tine. No spot of earth in all the world

bears such memories for so many and

such a variety of peoples as the rugged
mountain slopes, narrowvalleys, and half

desert wastes of Judea and C

sheba,_Hebron,-Bethichem,

Jerusalem-the mere mention of these

names tells the story of Abraham and

Moses and David, of the prophets of

Israel and of the Son of X

THE PRICE of NEGLECT AND INJUSTICR

Kings and priests and people come

fromthe north and the south, from the

e nations" to do homage to the mem-

that cluster about these sacred

shrines.

What a land, then, is that comprised
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AULING FREIGHT From THE custo

within the limits of the Turkish Empire
!

Out of its past speaks military power and

material wealth, literature and art, phil-
osophy And that land which

today lies desolate, with its

natural resources neglected, and its peo

ple, who were the glory of the past,

repressed by injustice, cruelty, and ty-

ranny-that land today_the

same elements for material and spiritual
greatness that madeit the first to develop
a modern civilization

The same broad plains that once fed

and clothed a population of 40,000,000

human beings are waiting today for the

plow, the seed, and the reaper.|The

mountains still hold riches of al and

iron and copper.. The quarries still have

abundanceof choice marbles. The rivers

e potent with power to turn the wheels

of industry.-The natural harbors invite

marvelous

possesses

the fleets of merchantmen and the river

r nat-valleys and mountain passes off

al lines of communicatior

rtation, as in the day

in

wh
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caravans passed along these natural high-

ways, bringing the merchandise of the

east to the markets of the west

The whole land has been lying f

for centu lend that modern

ploration reveals as oneof the richest in

natural resources and as unsurpassed by

its geographic location for being the trade

center of the world

llow

ex-es- a

tm® LaNb AND its

Exclusive of Arabia, which has never

been more than nominally under the Ot-

toman dominion, the Turkish Empire, as

at present constituted, embraces about

540,000 square miles of territory.-Only
about 10,000 square miles of this are in

Europe. The Turkish Empireis equiva-
lent to the combined areas of the British

Isles, France, and Germany..It is larger
than all of the area east of the Mississippi
and north of the Ohio and Potomac

rivers

The territory included in our South-

ern Confederacy is hardly equal to the
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A PUBLIC wet

East has adopted the American oil-can asawater receptacle in placeof the picturesque jar of pottery, once universally used



Photograph by George M. KyprieSTA, ONncR THE CaPiTAL of Tit roxtr E krNcboxt
"The fortress has been used until recently by the Turks, but is nowabandoned.is frequently mentioned by t! geographer; S

river is spanned by seven bridged

brough the city flows the River Yeshil-Irmak, or Iris, wh
.- who was born here. ~Amasia rose to fame-in the time of Al xander the Great.four of whichare from the Roman period, the remainder t ing modern.
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AN AMERICAN: warsHiP IN THE Hakbo® AND SERUCTURAL STEEL ON THE Docks AT BIERUT, SYRIA

ice the const of water-

monstrations in the world war,

ber, 1914, the Turks demanded
ols in Beirut, compared with

Beautifully situated on the south sideof St. George's Bay, Beirut is the chief commercial city in Syria, and,
works in 18 en considered the healthiest town on the Syrian coast. It was early the sceneof fanatical d

Moslem priests urging the killing of "infidels" on the first appearance of hostile fleets, At the beginning of Dec

$20,000 from the American College at Beirut. There were 23 Mohammedan mosques and 23 Mohammedan boys
38 Christian churches and 67 Christian schools at the outbreak of the war.
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AREAS OF CoNSTANTINOPLE

Not many Americans have se , narrow streets of the residence section of

the Turkish capital. 'The photograph presentsanevery-dayscone. The street leads from

St, Sophia's Mosque to the Bosphorus, and each house shown has its harem,|At the bay

windows on the fronts of the houses the odalisques stand and gaze into thestreet at

passers-by.-The lattices effectually pre theou

mates. The ever-present American oil-cans in the Near and Far East are to be seen in the

right foreground..It is also interesting to note that a touch of appetite makes Turkish youth
and Southern darky kin-observe the gusto with which these Mohammedan boys areattack»

ing slices of melon.

le from secing the in-

s8
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present Ottoman Empire, not including
Arabia,

The boundaries are the Black Sea and
Caucasus on the north, Egypt on the

south, the Agean and Mediterranean

seas on the west, and the Syrian Desert
and Persia on the east, Turkey in Eu-

rope is almost a negligible area, as the
Balkan war stripped the Turks of all
their European possessions except Con-

stantinople and a narrow territory along
the Bosphorus and Dardanelles, some

miles in width ; so that when the Turkish

Empire is now referred to Asiatic Tur-

key is all that the term embraces except
the city of Constantinople and a small

amount of adjacentterritory.
Roughly speaking, Turkey is divided

into five great provinces, or districts-

Anatolia, Armenia, Kurdistan, Mesopo-
tamia, and Syria.

Anatolia (the name is from a Turkish
word meaning "the dawn") lies between

the Black and Mediterranean seas. 'This

district is the home of the greater part of

the Turkish population, perhaps 7,000,-
000 in all. Here is a case where the peo-

ple can be distinguished from the govern-
ment. Even the so-called subject races

have suffered but little more at the hands

of the governing officials than the com-

mon Turkish people.

ALL GOVERNMENT IN Tmt maxps of

goo anix

When one remembers that all govern-
ment of the Empire lies solely in the

hands of a group of not more than 300

men, and that they impose their selfish

will on Tark and Christian alike, one

readily understands how a distinction can

be made between people and government.
In spite of a constitution having been

proclaimed and a parliament summoned,
the people, whether of Turkish or other

race, have absolutely no voice in the

affairs of the nation.

Armenia, east of Anatolia, extending
to the region of the Caucasus and the

Persian border, is the site of the ancient

Kingdom of Armenia.-The populationis
not wholly Armenian-in fact, even be-

fore the war the majority of the people
were Turks and Kurds-but here the

bulk of the Armenian race was found.

It is a rugged land, a succession of

59

mountains and valleys, where the people
have had to contend with nature for the
establishment and maintenance of their

homes; but, like all highland countries,
it has been the means of producing a

religious, freedom-loving people.
hey were the first nation to embrace

Christianity when, in the latter half of
the third century, their king, Tiradates,

ed the new faith, and most of the
nation followed him. Throughoutall the

succeeding centuries they have remained
steadfast against waveafter wave of per-
secution, until this last storm of hate and
fanaticism has swept the greater part
from their homes and has destroyed at

Teast a million-two-thirds of the entire

people.

THE LAND oF SALADIN, THE KURD

Kurdistan,a hill country north of the

"Tigris River, is the home of a brave,

virile, largely illiterate series of tribes and

clans known as the Kurds. They are the
descendants of the Cardushi, who gave

Xenophon and his ten thousand so much

difficulty on their march across these
same hills on their way to the sea.

Nominally they are Moslem in religion,
but they have retained many elements of

heathen: worship.-Some of their tribes

are "Yesdi," or devil worshipers. They
are

hame-lovini, frugal, and capable of

enduring great hardships, 'They practice
strict monogamy and their women occupy
an equal place with their men in the

family life.
The Kurds have furnished at least one

great man to history, for Saladin, the

chivalrous leader of the Saracen hosts,
the compeer of Richard Cceur de Lion,
was fromthis people.

Mesopotamia, Upper and Lower, vies

with Egypt in claiming the honor of be-

ing the home of ancient civilization..It

comprises the valleys of the Tigris and

Euphrates rivers.-Here flourished. the

Chaldean, Babylonian, and Assyrian em-

pires. 'The city of Bagdad, with all its

glamour of mystery and magic, is in the
heart of Mesopotamia.

once Tint LAND IN THE wor.

'This was therichest land in the world,
the granary of the ancients; yet, in spite
of all that it has been, it today lies largely
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THE wales of NINEvEHT: TURKEY IN. asta

Out of the past of this
material wealth, literature

pointed
was open

ind art,
ian had cha

waste, the desert sands have encroached

upon the fertile fields, while the clogged
canals have turned other portions into

swamps and marshes.

What population there: is
than one million-is of Arab or

the Arabic language is spoken through-
out. Th is, in fact, a very distinct

dividing line between the Arabic and the

-not more

n and

w ruled by the

philosophy

the public, for Ashurbanipal h
i them in mypalace for the instruction of my peop

Turk, speaks a glory of military power,
n. Centuries before the Christian

rary of Nineveh's King Ashurbanipal.
mself recorded: "I wrote upon the

nd

theI

Turkis king portions of the Otto-

man|Empire..This boundary.corre:

sponds with the lineof the Bagdad Rail-
wayfrom the Mediterranean to the Per-

n Gulf, It is for the exploitation of
this rich land of Mesopotamia that the
famous zdad line was built.

yria, the region extending from the
To

ypt and from the

spe

urus Mountains to E
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desert to "the Great Sea," needs no iden-

tification,

-
It is the land of the patriarchs

and prophets and apostles-"the Holy
Land." Its population numbers about

three and a half millions, of Semitic ori-

gin, speaking the Arabic language, and

yet with so many races. intermingled
through the centuries of the various con-

quests and occupations that the people
cannot claim any one race as their own.

Greek, Roman, and European Crusader

have all blended with the ancient Semitic

stock to produce the Syrians of today,
whom Lord Cromer, in his Memoirs,
termed "the cream of the East."

In Syria was the one spot of

Turkey-the Lebanon Mountains.

.
In

1860, because of massacres, the European
Powers insisted that these mountains be

made autonomous,

.
And since that date

this little district has been a living dem-

onstration of what good government will

roduce and of what the people of the
land are capable of becoming.

The steep mountain sides have been

terraced to a height of 4,000 feet and

planted to olives, figs, and vines. Taxes

have been low, safety to person and prop-

erty secured, good roads built and kept
in repair.|The ple have constructed

more comfortable homes and have sent

their sons to schools and college.
The story of the achievements of the

Lebanon and its sons during these sixty
years of autonomy would be a thrilling
narrative in itself.-Now that autonom

has been taken away, the Lebanon is

prostrate in famine.

Natural, PRATURES

Practically the whole Turkish Empire
is of the same surface configuration-
high mountain ranges along the sea-coast,
with elevated plain and plateau in the in-

terior. These inner plains are generally
fertile, being constantly renewed by soil

washed from the surrounding mountains.

Where rain is sufficient, or where water

can be obtained for irrigation, they pro-
duce fine crops of grain.

In ancient times the mountains were

everywhere, covered with forests. The

cedars of Lebanon not only furnished

timber for the building of Solomon's

Temple in Jerusalem, but the kings of

Egypt annually floated large rafts of logs

from the Syrian coast to supply the de-

mands of the cities of the Nile. This

constant demand from foreign lands, to-

gether with the lack of any system of

reforestation, has practically denuded the

mountains of the whole land.
Once more to cover the mountains and

hills with pine and cedar and oak would

be a simple task if carried on systematic
ally. 'The chief enemy today of refor-
estation by nature is the herds of goats,
which every spring roam over the whole

country and devour every green thing.
The little seedling trees suffer especially.

roPULATION oF THE OTTOMAN EatriRE

The population of the Ottoman Em-

pire, not including Arabia, is about 18,-
000,000, or was before the war. In giv-

ing statistics on any subject regarding
Turkey one speaks in approximate terms,

for only estimates can be given, as no

thorough censusis taken or other statis-
tics systematically gathered.

_
Among the

various races this total was distributed as

follows: Turks, 7,000,000; Syrians and

Arabs, 4,500,000; Kurds, 2,000,000; Ar-

menians, 2,000,000; Greeks, 1,500,000;

Jews, 500,000; other races, 500,000.
All of these peoples can trace their his-

tory back to the period when fable and

legend blend with the beginnings of his-

toric facts. And all, except the Turks,
have inhabited, from time immemorial,
the districts in which they are now found.

These races represent the three great
monotheistic religions, which have also

originated within the boundaries of the

Turkish Empire,.About two-thirds of
the entire population are Mohammedan,
but of different sects. 'The Christians,
also, are divided into many sects, repre-

senting nearly all the great divisions of

the church.

'The Christian races are the most pro-

gressive part of the population ; they have

been most responsive to education and

have made some progress in establishing
schools of their own.|The Turks are the

most backward of all; yet under proper

encouragement and facilities they are

capable of good progress.-In competition
with Greeks, Armenians, and Syrians,
however,they invariably fall behind.

It should be noted that of 48 Grand

Viziers who have risen to prominence
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mink ARMENIAN City of HEREKE, EAST OF AMASIA

untains and valleys where the people have had to contend with nature in the establishment and the maintenance of

their homes.. It was the first nation to embrace Christi
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within the past four centuries, those
whose names would be in history's
"Who's Who," only 12 have been Turks;
all the others were either of Greek or

Armenianorigin.
Taking the countryas a whole, the per-Fssssills-TYPE
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centage of illiteracyisbetween 80 and 90.The government educational programis

very uunpnluum but exists largely on

paper, The Turkis able to dreamgreat
dreams, but amazingly unable to bring
those visions to reality.
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Tig vaknp REsourcEs

All of the varied resources that con-

tributed to make the nations of antiquity
materially great are still available for the
future enrichment of the people dwelling
in those same lands.

Herodotus, writing of Lower Mes

tamia in the noontide of its prosperity,
declared: "It is far the best corn land of
all the countries I know.

_
It is so superb

that the average yield is two hundred

fold, and three hundred fold in the best

years. But I will not state the dimen-
sions (of the plants) I have ascertained,
because I know that for any one who has
not visited Babylonia and witnessed these

facts about the crops for himself they
would be altogether beyond belief."

In the days of the early Caliphate an

inventoryshowed some 12,500,000 acres

of land under cultivation; and Sir Wil-

liam Wilcox in his report, "The Irriga-
tion of Mesopotamia," published in 1911,
states that the Tigris-Euphrates delta is

an arid region of some 12,500,000 acres,

but capable of easy leveling and reclama-

tion.-The Arabic name for this regionis
Sawad, which means the black land.

And northern Mesopotamia is equally
rich in possibilities..In ancient days this
was a district "so populous and full of

riches that Rome and the rulers of Iran

fought seven centuries for its possession,
till the Arabs conquered it from both,"
writes A. J. Toynbee.

The same author points out that "in
the ninth century A. D. northern Meso-

potamia paid Harun-al-Rashid as great
a revenue as Egypt, and its cotton com-

manded the market of the world.". It is

well known that our word muslin is de-

rived from the name of the city Mosul,
in Upper Mesopotamia.

sruENDiD rosstbiLiTiEs; NEGLRCTED

resources

And why should this land not be

Prm-ducing as well as ten centuries ago? The

soil and the climate have not changed.
The rainfall and the water for irrigation
are just as abundant as in the days of

old.-The people are the same that lived

then in the land, equally industrious and

thrifty,-Why have the past four cen-

turies laid a blight over the fairest corn

land of the east ?

But it is not Mesopotamia alone that

offers agricultural returns in the Empire
of Turkey. 'There are the fertile sea-

coast plains of ancient Philistia, the up-
lands of Moab and Ammon, the wheat
fields of the Hauran south of Damascus,
and the great valleybetween the Lebanon
and Anti-Lebanon, in Syria; the whole
elevated plateau of central Asia Minor,
with Konia (ancient Iconium) as its

center. 'There are the fertile river val-

leys and hillsides of Armenia and Kur-

distan, together with the famous Cilician

plain and the regions about Smyrna and
Broussa.

Not only grain of every kind rewards
the industry of the peasant, but also
fruits of every variety, semi-tropical and

temperate, are easily produced.. Who has
not eaten of the figs of Smyrna and the
dates of Bossrah or heard of the grapes
of Eschol?

or Acricuttur®

The first interest of the Turkish Em-

pire is agricultural,-From north to south
and from east to west it offers splendid
opportunities to the farmer, And these
Tands in great part lie uncultivated. Res-
ervoirs for the storage of water and other

irrigation works that might change desert
acres to producing fields are not con-

structed.

The most primitive modes of cultiva-
tion are still in use-the ox-drawn plow
of Bible days, the cutting of great fields
of grain with the sickle, the threshing
floor, where wheatis trodden out by the
hoofs of animals; the slow and painful
hand labor, with clumsy instruments, that

yields but a minimum of return for the
effort expended.

It is all a tale of splendid possibilities,
but of neglected and undeveloped re-

sources..Yet it is a promise to the future

generation of boundless productivity and

of untold wealth in store for progressive
industry and a benevolent government.

The marvelous resources of this Em-

pire are not comprised in its agricultural
possibilities alone.-The story of Creesus

gathering gold from the river sands is
not an idle tale, Just this year an Amer-
ican missionary writes: "Grains of gold
are frequently found in the gravel left

after the torrential floods."
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These Arabs are devout Mohammedans, but their country is only nominally under

ish suzerainty.

heen established-the Kingdom of Hejaz,
Turkish rule, and with thehelp of men

Of course, no complete and thorough
surveyhas ever been madeof the mineral

wealth of Turkey. But German maps
(and who has studied Asia Minor more

thoroughly than the Germans?) mark de-

posits of coal, copper, iron, silver, gold,
and lead, with many of the lesser min-

erals, such as chrome, emery, manganese,

mercury, rock-salt, and sulphur. 'These

are not noted on the map in scarce and

isolated localities, but the various de-

posits occur with such frequencyas easily
to explain the German zeal for cultivat-

ing friendship with Turk

The American missionaries resident in

the countrygive tinanimous testimonyto

the mineral deposits, An American pro-
fessor in oneof the colleges writes: "The

copper deposits at Arghuni Maaden are

wonderfully rich and extensive. The
mine now being worked contains 70 per

pper, of which about one-half

recovered by the crude method of

dili

Not Tong ago the world awoke one morning to hear that a new nation had

The

ike these had thrownoff the Ottoman yoke.

and Sherif of Mecea had revoltedagainst

smeltingin use. Ore containing 30 to 50

per cent is thrown away as useless and

mountains of such waste surround the

mine."

An American doctor states that "the

mineral resources of Konia are certainly

verygreat. 'There are silver mines, lead,
and some gold; there are mercury mines

few hours from Konia, while chrome,

ar, lead, emery, manganese, and

rock-salt are found in the province."

THE MoUNTAINS STILL FULL of

ort

The president of one of the American

colleges in Asia Minor reports: "In this

region there are known to be deposits of

silver, coal, and copper. -I once asked an

old Greek up among the mountains about

his mining experiences, as we were pick-
ing our waytogether among the slag of

some abandoned silver mines. He told

me he had spent years under ground. I
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asked him whether the mines had closed

because the mineral was worked out.

'Whew, he replied, with an expressive

gesture, 'the mountains are full of it."
He did not speak with scientific informa-

tion, but he had had the experience of a

practical miner,"

These are a few of the statements
made by trained Americans who have

spent their lives in the regions of which

they write. And all that they tell and

more is abundantly substantiated by the

reports of the German engineers who

have been making extensive surveys for
their government.

The question arises, How has it been

possible for these riches to have remained

undeveloped at the very door of Europe?
It does seem impossible, but the true

answeris given in this sentence from one

of the missionary reports: "There are

hopeful indications of various other min-
erals at other places also; but the Turks

have always discouraged attempts at de-

velopments."

PETROLEUM pEPosiTS

It is well known that the extensive pe-
troleum deposits along the Persian fron-

tier were a principal cause of England's
desire to participate in Persian politics
not many years ago, and the possession
of these oil fields has been one of the

chief objects of military contention be-

tween the Turkish and British in their

Mesopotamian campaigns.
There are other rich prospects for oil

in widely separated parts of the Empire.
After careful examination one expert
reports: "German engineers have made

very thorough surface examinations of

this district and had great anticipation
for developing large oil fields throughout

Mesopotamia. There have been found

favorable indications for the develop-
ment of petroleum areas in several parts
of Asia Minor, especially in Syria and

Mesopotamia,.The indications in Syria
are perhaps as promising of rich oil de-

posits as any in the world."

But here again one comes against that

stone wall thatthas blocked all progress
of development, for the report quoted
above concludes:"The complete determi-

nation of the petroleum supply of Asia

Minor must await the return of a stable

government, upon whose permanency and

good faith capital can rely and which will

be capable orestablishing law and order

throughout the territory in question."

water

The Abana, one of the rivers of Da-

mascus, in beautiful cascades, falls from

the Anti-Lebanon Mountains to the plain
below. A few years ago these waters

were gathered into conduits up among
the highlands and passed over water-

wheels. Now they are not only irrigat-
ing the groves of apricots which surround
the city, but, doing double duty, are also

lighting the great mosque and the city
streets and moving electric cars through
the oldest city in the world.

What has been done with this moun-

tain stream can be repeated over and

over again throughout the land. Turkey
possesses an unmeasured power that

could be developed from the rivers that
rush from the highlands to the sea.

Often these streamsare great rivers-the

Tigris, Euphrates, or Kizl Irmak-flow-

ing through narrow gorges, surging along
with mighty force, fed by the eternal

snows of Ararat, Taurus, or Lebanon.

Turkey has never been a manufactur-

ing country, but has shipped abroad her
raw materials-silk and wool and hides-
and has received them back in cloth and
shoes.-With this water-power harnessed
in its mountain valleys the future gener-
ation might see their land not only a

source of agricultural and mineral prod-
ucts, but also a transformer of these into

forms all ready for the markets of the

world.

comraERctat, ApvanTacES

But perhaps the greatest resource, after

all, of this country arises from its geo-

graphic position.-Three arms stretch out

in three directions-oneto "the continent

of the past," one to "the continent of the

present," and a third to "the continent of

the future."
Can there be found anywhere else in

the world a position so naturally suited
for commanding the world's trade? And
in the development of the people who

have been nurtured in this land this char-

acteristic of trading ability has been bred.

The Phcenicians sailed to the farthest
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seas and made Sidon and Tyre the world
centers for commerce. 'The Greeks, put-
ting out from their islands near by the
Asia Minor shore and from Ephesus and
other cities of the mainland, were the
great carriers and traders of ancient times.
We read that King Solomon, taking ad-
vantage of his location beween Egypt and
Assyria, carried on a great business of
mercantile exchange between these em-

pires and became a merchant prince,
whose renown spread to the corners of
the earth. Following in the footsteps of
their ancestors, the people of those lands,
the Syrians and Greeks and Armenians,
have established a reputation as traders
the world over,

The great trunk lines of commerce be-
tween the north and the south and the
east and the west should pass across this

country. In years gone by all the nations
of Europe maintained commercial repre-
sentatives and warehouses in the city of

Aleppo. 'This center was the mart of ex-

change between Europe and the eastern
lands.. That position could easily be re-

covered and surpassed, for the city lies
at the natural point of meeting of the

great world trade routes.

SPLENDID NATURAL

'There are natural harbors which with
little engineering could become suitable
terminals for the land routes. In con-

structing the Bagdad Railway Germany
had obtained a concession to construct a

harbor and stores at the city of Alexan-
dretta, nearto the place where Alexander
defeated Darius, King of Persia. Ger-

many was also to have the privilege of

policing this port with her own subjects.
The importance of Beirut, Tripoli, and

Smyrna as ports has already been recog-
nized and they are destined to increase.

Constantinople is perhaps the finest har-
bor in the world, and at this point must

pass most of the trade between Europe
and Asia.

Asia Minor has been and still should
be not the bankrupt nation, but the

banker nation of three continents.
With each of the topics here presented

there has always been an "if" or an

"ought to be" or "might become."
.

Turn-

ing the pages of history, one reads what
this country has been. Reading the daily

oulffihes
papers, one knows what the country is.

Letting imagination dwell upon the re-

sources provided by nature and the capa-
bilities of the people, one can form a

vision of the country's future if only one

great change can be brought about.
In 1453 Mohammed the Conqueror

surrounded the city of Constantinople
and finally caused the downfall of that

city, which had stood for eight centuries
as the eastern outpost of Christendom.
In 1517 the city of Jerusalem and the
land of Egypt also fell.

The succeeding 400 years have wit-
nessed the gradual degradation of the
land. The cotton and corn fields of Mes-

?otamia
are now deserts and swamps.

he mines once worked have been aban-
doned.

_
The cities, once busy with the

trade of the world, are today but bazaars
for petty bargains and deceit. The peo-
ple, with the history of a great past and
with capacities second to none, are by in-

justice and persecution driven from their
homes to foreign lands or subjected to a

determined plan of extermination by de-

portation, massacre, and famine.
The one change that must precede all

others, therefore, in order to take the first

steps toward realizing the possibilities of
which this Tand and these people are ca-

pable is to rid the country of its present
rulers. It is not merely to "drive the
Turk out of Europe," for that has prac-
tically been done already, but to deprive
him of every vestige of authority. Not

only have the Christian races suffered at

his hand, but the common Turkish people
themselves have suffered almost equal
wrongs. Before all bars of judgment,
because of his incapacity, his inefficiency,
and his atrocities, he has forfeited every
right to rule.

THE PARABLE of THE UNPRoRTTABLE

savant

'The parable tells of the servant who,
having failed to develop the one talent

entrusted to him, had this judgment
passed upon him: "From him that hath

not shall be taken away exen that which

he hath,-And cast ye the unprofitable
servant into outer darkness." And there
is no longer one judgment for individuals
and another for governments.
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This one change having been made and
the forfeited talent having been given to

a government that has proved its ability,
then the dream for these long-oppressed
lands can become a reality. But this

change should not mean the handing of

Turkey over to be divided up into

"spheres of influence" to satisfy colonial

ambitions, no matter how long cherished,
nor the breaking up of the country into a

series of petty States, thus repeating the
Balkan menace; but it should mean

giving this land a good reorganizing gov»
ernment backed by the much-hoped-for
League of Nations.

With this good government the coun-

try, which has long been an unsanitary
plague spot, a constant health menace to

Europe, will. be cleaned up; adequate
schools will be provided ; courts of justice
will replace those of injustice; proper.
means of transportation will be con-

structed; industries will spring up and
the resources of mountain and plain will
contribute their share to the support of
the world.

-

"Then shall the wilderness. blossom as

the rose" and "every man shall sit under

his own vine and under his own fig tree

and none shall make them afraid."

A DAY WITH OUR BOYS IN THE

GEOGRAPHIC WARDS

By Caror Corey

Avtion or "Frow rie Texxcites to Vexsuces"ano "Prax Taczs row tite Texcis"

The splendid work which the members of the National Geographic Society
are supporting is described by the author, who reveals the brave and cheerful spirit
in which American youths endure their wounds and faithfully records the language
in which they express their appreciation of the provisions which have been made

fortheir care and comfort.

HE first time T visited what used

to be called the American Ambu-

lance Hospital at Neuilly, just out-

side of Paris, and whatis now American

Military Hospital No. 1, I lost a lot of

my horror of such places.
It was a glorious afternoon in early

spring. On almost every street corner

an old woman was selling flowers. There

were marguerites and tall, graceful sprays
of tiny button-roses, anda perfect wealth
of lilacs. I bought a great many of the

lilacs, though they were expensive, for I

knew that our boys would like them

better than most anything else..They're
such a homeyflower. The scent of lilacs

recalls the yard at home and stands for

the reawakening of spring and all that

that means.

I told my particular old lady that the

lilacs were for the American wounded,
and she sniffed and said she hadn't heard

there wert any. The taxi driver de-

manded an extra franc-fifty for what 11

called a supplement, though I called it a

hold-up.
At the hospital T found less than fifty

soldiers-a few slightly wounded, the
rest sick only.|'The warm, sweet breeze
was swaying the curtains, and the new

leaves on the trees just outside the win-
dows were sparkling after a heavy
shower. 'The nurses were reading or

embroidering, and I remember one fellow
said it smelled "just like fishin' time."
Another assured me that although the
Yanks had done nothing as yet, "it
wouldn't be long before Fritzie 'd know

they were in it."

And it wasn't,. A few weeks later I

made my second trip to Neuilly. The

lilacs had long since disappeared, but I

was able to take an armful of sweet peas
of every color. I bought outall that one

stand held, and when the little apple-
checked vender asked me why I needed

so many I told her. She insisted upon

taking two francs off the bill. "I am


